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Objective: To determine whether early-implanted, long-term cochlear 
implant (CI) users display delays in verbal short-term and working mem-
ory capacity when processes related to audibility and speech production 
are eliminated.

Design: Twenty-three long-term CI users and 23 normal-hearing con-
trols each completed forward and backward digit span tasks under test-
ing conditions that differed in presentation modality (auditory or visual) 
and response output (spoken recall or manual pointing).

Results: Normal-hearing controls reproduced more lists of digits than 
the CI users, even when the test items were presented visually and the 
responses were made manually via touchscreen response.

Conclusions: Short-term and working memory delays observed in CI 
users are not due to greater demands from peripheral sensory processes 
such as audibility or from overt speech-motor planning and response 
output organization. Instead, CI users are less efficient at encoding and 
maintaining phonological representations in verbal short-term memory 
using phonological and linguistic strategies during memory tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite increasing success in spoken language outcomes, 
long-term cochlear implant (CI) users are at risk for deficits in 
complex cognitive skills (Marschark et al. 2007; Kronenberger 
et al. 2013), specifically, delays in verbal short-term and working 
memory (Lyxell et al. 2008; Kronenberger et al. 2013). Storage 
capacity of verbal short-term memory is commonly assessed in 
CI users with forward auditory digit span in which a sequence 
of spoken numbers is reproduced aloud in order (Pisoni et al. 
2011; Harris et al. 2013; Kronenberger et al. 2013). For chil-
dren, backward auditory digit span—recalling the list in reverse 
order—imposes an additional processing load and requires the 
use of both short-term storage and working memory processing 
operations (Gathercole & Pickering 2000).

Forward and backward auditory digit spans typically involve 
auditory presentation and spoken responses. Because improve-
ment in speech perception and speech intelligibility of CI users 
has been observed up to 5 years after implantation (Calmels et 
al. 2004), it is likely that auditory encoding and speech produc-
tion are less automatized for CI users than for normal-hearing 
(NH) peers of the same age. Reduced audibility and constraints 
on speech production in CI users may contribute to poorer per-
formance on traditional auditory digit span tasks compared with 
 normal-hearing controls. Thus, conventional auditory digit span 

tasks have a confound between short-term/working memory 
capacity and audibility/speech skills, which are delayed in CI 
users.

Group differences in forward span persist when demands 
of either audibility (e.g., Kronenberger et al. 2013) or spoken 
responses (e.g., Nittrouer et al. 2013) are eliminated. However, 
to rule out audibility and speech production as confounds, both 
must be controlled simultaneously. In the present study, forward 
and backward auditory digit spans were obtained along with 
versions of digit span that used visual presentation and touch-
screen responses, eliminating the possible contribution of audi-
bility and speech production demands.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
CI Sample • Twenty-three CI users (14 females; 12 bilateral) 
were recruited through a CI clinic and research center, as well 
as local advertisements, with the following inclusion criteria: 
(1) onset of severe-to-profound hearing loss (>70 dB hearing 
loss in the better-hearing ear) before age 3 years; (2) cochlear 
implantation before age 7 years; (3) minimum 7 years CI use; 
(4) consistent use of a multichannel CI system with updates 
to maps and processors as necessary; and (5) living in a home 
where spoken English is the primary language.
NH Control Sample  • Twenty-three NH controls (16 females) 
were recruited from advertisements in the same clinics and 
local sites as the CI sample. All NH controls passed a hearing 
screening (0.5 to 4k Hz at 20 dB bilaterally) and were matched 
1:1 with the CI sample on nonverbal IQ (±1 SD) and age (±1.5 
years at each testing session).

CI and NH participants had no other comorbid developmen-
tal or neurocognitive delays or disabilities, and their nonverbal IQ 
scores were within 1 standard deviation of the norm mean or higher. 
Demographic and hearing history measures are reported in Table 1.

Procedures
Participants completed computerized digit span testing dur-

ing a follow-up visit that occurred 1 month to 4 years after 
an initial study visit at which auditory digit span, visual digit 
span, nonverbal IQ (Matrix Reasoning subtest of the Wechsler 
Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; Wechsler 1999), and recep-
tive vocabulary (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Fourth Edi-
tion; PPVT; Dunn & Dunn 2007) were measured. This testing 
was completed in a quiet room used for speech perception and 
language assessments. Auditory tasks were presented face-to-
face via live voice by a trained experimenter. During their ini-
tial visit, all CI users also completed a speech perception test 
of words presented in isolation (Lexical Neighborhood Test 
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[LNT]; Kirk et al. 1999), in a sound proof booth. The CI users 
listened with their everyday CI map, and they were all tested by 
one of the two certified speech-language pathologists who are 
experienced in testing CI users.
Memory Span Measures • In all tasks, the initial set size 
was 2 digits. Two lists were presented at each set size. If the 
participant accurately reproduced at least one list, then set size 
increased by one item; if the participant failed to reproduce 
both lists, testing was terminated. Accuracy was calculated as 
the total number of lists correctly reproduced.
Visual Digit Span • Sequences of digits were visually pre-
sented, simultaneously in a row, according to the instructions in 
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition—
Integrated (WISC-IV-I; Wechsler et al. 2004). Participants were 
instructed to orally reproduce the lists in order from left to right 
(Visual Digit Span—Forward [VDS-F]).
Auditory Digit Spans • Lists of digits were presented 
using live voice according to the instructions for the digit 
span forward and digit span backward subtests of the WISC-
III (Wechsler 1991). Participants were instructed to orally 

reproduce the lists in either forward (Auditory Digit Span—
Forward [ADS-F]) or backward (Auditory Digit Span—Back-
ward [ADS-B]) order.
Computerized Digit Spans  •  Computerized digit span tasks 
were developed to match the WISC-III auditory digit span tasks 
using visual presentation and manual touchscreen responses (12.1 
inch, 800 × 600 pixel, Model Keytec L1201S). A 3 × 3 response 
grid (450 × 450 pixels; 1 in the upper left to 9 in the lower right) 
appeared 250 msec after the offset of the final list item. Partici-
pants were instructed to reproduce the list by touching the digits in 
either forward (Computerized Digit Span—Forward [CDS-F]) or 
backward (Computerized Digit Span—Backward [CDS-B]) order.

RESULTS

Forward Span Measures
A 2 × 3 repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) of 

hearing status (CI versus NH) and task (VDS-F, ADS-F, CDS-F) 
revealed main effects of both hearing status [F(1, 44) = 23.05, 
p < 0.001 (CI mean = 6.47, SD = 2.72; NH mean = 8.31, 

TABLE 1.  Participant demographic characteristics

CI NH

M (SD) Range M (SD) Range t p

Age at initial testing (yrs) 11.8 (1.9) 7.8–15.3 12.5 (2.2) 8.2–15.3 −1.2 0.23
Age at follow-up (yrs) 14.0 (2.4) 10.1–17.1 14.0 (2.1) 10.1–16.6 −0.01 0.99
Nonverbal IQ* 56.0 (6.5) 42–68 55.7 (7.8) 38–69 0.2 0.87
Receptive language† 89.9 (18.8) 44–118 112.0 (16.5) 83–146 −4.1 <0.01
Time between testing (yrs) 2.2 (1.0) 0.6–4.0 1.5 (0.6) 0.1–2.5 2.8 <0.01
Family income‡ 6.0 (2.8) 1–9 7.1 (2.7) 3–11 −1.4 0.17
Speech perception§ 76.73 (12.4) 40–92 — —
Onset of deafness (mos) .48 (1.6) 0–6 — —
Age at implant (mos) 27.4 (13.0) 8.3–57.9 — —
Years of implant use 11.7 (2.4) 7.8–15.6 — —
Best preimplant PTA¶ 105.5 (13.1) 85–118.4 — —
CMRS score║ 5.9 (.34) 5–6 — —
Implant model/processing strategy** (N ears)
    ABC Clarion—MPS 1
    ABC CL—HiRes 5
    CC Nucleus 24—ACE 24
    CC Nucleus System 5—ACE 5
    ME Combi 40+—CIS 1
    ME Sonata—CIS 1

N N χ2

Race/ethnicity
    White, non-Hispanic 19 17
    Hispanic 1 0
    Black/African Americans 0 4
    Asian 1 0
    Mixed race 2 2 6.1 .19
Sex
    Male 9 7
    Female 14 16 .10 .76

*Nonverbal IQ was assessed using Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) Matrix Reasoning T score.
†Receptive language was assessed using the standard scores of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).
‡Family income was reported on 1 (<$5,500) to 10 (≥$95,000) scale (values of 3, 5, and 7 correspond to $15,000 to $24,999, $35,000 to $49,999, and $65,000 to $79,999, respectively).
§Speech perception was assessed using the Lexical Neighborhood Test (LNT); n = 22.
¶Preimplant residual hearing (mean unaided pure-tone average [PTA] in the better-hearing ear for the frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz at 20 dB).
║ Communication Mode Rating Scale (CMRS; coded on a 1 [mostly sign] to 6 [auditory verbal]; see Geers & Brenner, 2003).
**ABC = Advanced Bionics Corporation; CC = Cochlear Corporation; ME = Med-El Corporation.
ACE, Advanced Combination Encoder; CI, cochlear implant; CIS, Continuous Interleaved Sampling; MPS, Multiple Pulsatile Stimulation; NH, normal hearing.
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SD = 3.25)] and task [F(2, 88) = 17.44.4, p < 0.001 (VDS-F 
mean = 10.02, SD = 2.78; ADS-F mean = 8.25, SD = 2.76; 
CDS-F mean = 8.57, SD = 2.60)] but no interaction between the 
two. NH controls performed better than CI users on all forward 
span measures; scores on VDS-F were higher than those on the 
other measures (Fig. 1A).

Backward Span Measures
A 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA of hearing status and task 

produced a main effect of task [F(1, 44) = 6.97, p = 0.01 (ADS-B 
mean = 5.18, SD = 2.14; CDS-B mean = 4.35, SD = 2.05)] but no 
main effect of hearing status nor interaction of the two (Fig. 1B). 
Both groups scored higher on ADS-B than on CDS-B.

Visual inspection of Figure 1 suggested that normal-hear-
ing participants were more impacted by requiring the lists to 
be reversed. This pattern was confirmed by an additional 2 × 2 
× 2 repeated measures ANOVA of hearing status (CI versus 
NH), direction (forward versus backward) and task (ADS ver-
sus CDS), which yielded a two-way interaction of hearing sta-
tus and direction [F(1, 44) = 13.06, p < 0.001]. The analysis 
also produced a two-way interaction of direction and task [F(1, 
44) = 11.50, p = 0.001]. For both groups, reversing lists during 
ADS (ADS-F mean = 8.25, SD = 2.77; ADS-B mean = 5.17, 

SD = 2.14) affected recall less than reversing lists during 
CDS (CDS-F mean = 8.57, SD = 2.60; CDS-B mean = 4.35, 
SD = 2.05). No other interactions were significant.

Correlations of Digit Span Tasks With Demographic/
Hearing History Variables

Table 2 reports the Pearson coefficients of the first-order 
semipartial correlations of each digit span task with receptive 
vocabulary, nonverbal IQ, speech perception, and hearing his-
tory variables after removing variation due to age from digit 
span scores. ADS-F for CI users was related to higher recep-
tive vocabulary and nonverbal IQ scores, as well as earlier 
age of onset of deafness. In contrast, VDS-F was significantly 
related only to receptive vocabulary, and CDS-F was signifi-
cantly related to receptive vocabulary and length of CI use. 
Both backward span tasks were also significantly related to 
the length of CI use. In addition, ADS-B correlated with non-
verbal IQ, and CDS-B correlated with receptive vocabulary.

Table 3 reports pairwise correlations of the five digit span 
tasks. For the CI group, all pairwise correlations were signifi-
cantly related—with the exception of three correlations involving 
ADS-B. Of note is the strong relation between ADS-F and CDS-F.  
This correlation did not reach significance in the NH group.
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Fig. 1. Means and standard error for (A) forward and (B) backward digit span tasks. ADS-B, Auditory Digit Span—Backward; ADS-F, Auditory Digit Span—
Forward; CDS-B, Computerized Digit Span—Backward; CDS-F, Computerized Digit Span—Forward; CI, cochlear implant; NH, normal hearing; VDS-F, Visual 
Digit Span—Forward.
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DISCUSSION

The present study used computer-administered forward and 
backward digit span tasks in which digits were presented visu-
ally and responses were entered manually to simultaneously 
eliminate demands of both audibility and speech production. 
Even with these demands removed, CI users reproduced fewer 
sequences than normal-hearing controls on CDS-F, replicating 
previous studies using conventional auditory presentation and 
spoken responses. A number of factors may have contributed to 
audibility during ADS-F and ADS-B. For example, in the pres-
ent study, only half of the CI users heard the digits bilaterally, 
whereas all normal-hearing listeners heard the digits binaurally. 
Because the CI users in the present study are all long-term users 
with at least 7 years of CI use, their speech perception and spoken 
language skills may have plateaued (Calmels et al. 2004); nev-
ertheless, the CI users in the present study averaged only 76.7% 
(SD = 12.4) on open-set spoken word recognition using the LNT. 
Although impressive, these isolated word recognition scores in 
quiet were still below the near-perfect performance that would 
be expected from the normal-hearing controls, suggesting that 
even at maximal performance, speech perception in long-term 
CI users does not mimic normal hearing. If audibility had been 
a contributing factor to performance on the auditory digit span 
tasks, then we would expect the CI users’ deficits to be reduced 

or eliminated on VDS-F and CDS-F because none of the stimuli 
were presented auditorily in these tasks. Similarly, if demands 
from producing speech-motor commands interfered with CI 
users’ performance on ADS-F and VDS-F, then they should have 
shown relative improvement on CDS-F. Instead, CI users’ defi-
cit was consistent across all three digit span tasks. This pattern 
of results suggests that underlying cognitive mechanisms—not 
difficulties due to audibility or speech  production—explain 
long-term CI users’ verbal short-term memory disturbances. 
Until further work is done to examine the relationship of spoken 
language production with verbal working memory in less expe-
rienced CI users (see Pisoni & Cleary 2003 for review), future 
tests of underlying memory mechanisms should incorporate par-
ticipants who have reached stable performance in speech percep-
tion and spoken language production.

Despite the delay between testing sessions, the CI users’ per-
formance on ADS-F was strongly related to their performance 
on CDS-F. The strong relationship observed between auditory 
and computerized versions of forward digit span further sup-
ports the claim that individual differences in both tasks are 
driven by similar underlying cognitive processes. If audibility 
and speech production interfered with performance in the con-
ventional auditory administration, performance on CDS-F and 
ADS-F should be minimally correlated because no such inter-
ference would be expected in the computerized administration. 
The delay between testing sessions is a possible limitation of the 
present study, given that age-related improvements are expected 
on digit span tasks (e.g., Alloway et al. 2006). However, CI 
users had longer average delays allowing them more time for 
age-related increases in memory span performance. Despite 
having slightly more time than the NH controls for develop-
mental improvements to occur, no relative improvement on digit 
span was observed.

The data presented here are consistent with contemporary 
models of short-term and working memory, which describe 
basic mechanisms that may function in an atypical fashion 
when hearing and language are delayed.* Previous reports of 
poor forward span performance in prelingually deaf CI users 
have drawn on these models to develop specific hypotheses 

TABLE 2.  Correlations of digit span tasks with demographic/hearing history variables

Forward Digit Spans Backward Digit Spans

VDS-F ADS-F CDS-F ADS-B CDS-B

CI NH CI NH CI NH CI NH CI NH

Receptive vocabulary 0.34 0.13 0.54 0.26 0.67 0.33 0.12 0.51 0.33 0.25
Nonverbal IQ −0.05 <0.01 0.33 −0.12 −0.10 0.30 −0.36 0.15 −0.15 0.12
Speech perception 0.19 — 0.18 — 0.36 — 0.06 — 0.30 —
Onset of deafness 0.05 — −0.32 — −0.14 — −0.17 — 0.09 —
Age at implant 0.16 — −0.07 — −0.17 — 0.03 — 0.02 —
Years of implant use 0.27 — 0.05 — 0.32 — 0.63 — 0.39 —

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of semipartial correlations between digit spans and receptive vocabulary, nonverbal IQ, speech perception, and hearing history variables after 
removing variation due to age at the time of testing from digit span scores. Significant p values (p < 0.05) are denoted in bold.
ADS-B, Auditory Digit Span—Backward; ADS-F, Auditory Digit Span—Forward; CDS-B, Computerized Digit Span—Backward; CDS-F, Computerized Digit Span—Forward; CI, cochlear 
implant; NH, Normal hearing; VDS-F, Visual Digit Span—Forward.

TABLE 3.  Intercorrelations of digit span tasks

Forward Span  
Tasks

Backward Span 
Tasks

VDS-F ADS-F CDS-F ADS-B CDS-B

Forward span tasks
    VDS-F 0.49* 0.65* 0.58* 0.52*
    ADS-F 0.41† 0.70* 0.38* 0.45*
    CDS-F 0.74† 0.40† 0.34* 0.67*
Backward span tasks
    ADS-B 0.30† 0.60† 0.29† 0.28*
    CDS-B 0.67† 0.31† 0.60† 0.64†

*CI users.
†Normal-hearing listeners.
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. Significant p values (p < 0.05) are denoted 
in bold.
ADS-B, Auditory Digit Span—Backward; ADS-F, Auditory Digit Span—Forward; CDS-B, 
Computerized Digit Span—Backward; CDS-F, Computerized Digit Span—Forward; CI, 
cochlear implant; VDS-F, Visual Digit Span—Forward.

* Relevant models include the Multicomponent Model of Working Memory 
(Baddeley & Hitch 1974; Baddeley 2000), the Embedded Processes Model 
(Cowan 2001), and the Time-Based Resource Sharing Model (Barrouillet & 
Camos 2012), although other working memory models could also account 
for the present data.
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about which mechanisms are impaired in this population. For 
example, these CI users may have trouble recovering phonologi-
cal structure from the speech signal leading to weaknesses in 
phonological storage (Nittrouer et al. 2013). In addition, lexical 
processing strategies, such as visual-verbal recoding and covert 
verbal rehearsal, may be more effortful for CI users in contrast 
to normal-hearing listeners for whom these processes become 
increasingly more efficient and automatic with age and language 
experience (Pisoni et al., 2011; AuBuchon et al. 2015). Slow, 
resource-demanding, recoding and rehearsal processes may 
require CI users to engage working memory operations even 
during forward span tasks. By this account, observed impair-
ments in verbal short-term memory are reflective of a shift in 
resource allocation that is not observed in typically develop-
ing, normal-hearing listeners until additional task demands are 
imposed. Previous work has shown that adults’ performance on 
traditional verbal short-term memory tasks comes to approxi-
mate their performance on working memory tasks as lexical 
processing strategies such as rehearsal are made more difficult 
through task manipulations such as articulatory suppression 
(Unsworth & Engle 2007).

In earlier research, CI users have lagged behind normative 
values in ADS-B scores (Pisoni et al. 2011; Harris et al. 2013;); 
conversely, no differences between CI and NH samples were 
observed on ADS-B or CDS-B in this study. However, the effect 
size of the difference between groups was small-moderate 
(Cohen’s d = 0.41), and the present study is underpowered to 
detect a true group difference of this magnitude on the back-
ward span tasks. The small effect of group for the backward 
tasks in the present study likely reflects the additional process-
ing demands imposed by the instructions to reverse the list for 
recall. Reversing the order of the digits on the list makes the 
task more difficult for both groups but is particularly detrimen-
tal to the normal-hearing controls because it also interferes with 
their ability to initiate lexical processing strategies (Gathercole 
& Pickering 2000), so the backward span tasks become more 
equivalent for the two groups.

The present results support earlier reports that CI users have 
disturbances in verbal short-term and working memory that go 
beyond issues directly related to audibility and speech produc-
tion. However, the present results do not negate the important 
role that early auditory and linguistic experiences play in the 
development of the working memory system, including the 
mechanisms described earlier. Poor audibility leads to sparsely 
coded and underspecified phonological representations in 
long-term memory that provide less downstream support for 
reactivation and recovery within the short-term memory store. 
Furthermore, delayed language development observed in CI 
users may lead to compromised or atypical lexical connectivity 
and lexical organization, resulting in the slow lexical process-
ing strategies described earlier. Although forward and backward 
digit spans are useful clinical tools to assess verbal short-term 
and working memory capacity in CI users, these conventional 
immediate memory tasks are insufficient for furthering our 
understanding of the foundational memory mechanisms consid-
ered here. The present study highlights the need to look to basic 
literature in working memory for new experimental methodolo-
gies and behavioral tasks that can better isolate the underlying 
deficits in phonological storage and lexical processing, as well 
as describe CI users’ implementation of underlying lexical pro-
cessing strategies.
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